This paper looks at the French rule of the preceding direct object from a fresh perspective, that of Virus Theory. As is well known, the rule in question perplexes foreign learners and causes difficulty to native speakers of French. At the same time it is something of a cultural shibboleth and has attracted a quite surprising degree of interest from theoretical linguists (including Chomsky). Based on an examination of the phenomenon in terms of five signature properties, the present paper proposes that the rule is in fact a grammatical virus; that is, an epiphenomenon of language pedagogy rather than a genuine component of the French grammar. From that perspective it is similar to such constructs as the English rule which, in prestige speech, converts accusative me to nominative I after the word and. Linguists should thus be wary of using the paradigm of avoir-related participle agreement for theory construction as it appears to be something of an empirical red herring.
Introduction
Modern Standard French is widely considered to be one of the most highly codified and culturally salient of all the familiar standard languages. More than most perhaps, it evokes the words used by Milroy (2001: 537) to describe the popular conception of a standard variety: 'a precious inheritance that has been built up over the generations, not by the millions of native speakers, but by a select few who have lavished loving care upon it'. An emblematic component of this venerable edifice is the principle known to English learners of French as the 'rule of the preceding direct object', which provides for agreement between a transitive verb and its object but only in very narrowly defined circumstances, viz. when the verb is a past participle and the object is preverbal, implying the latter must be either a clitic pronoun or a wh-expression. These two sub-cases are illustrated in the examples below (with the past participles shown in bold):
(1)
Cette section de l'autoroute, ils l'ont refaite il y a six mois.
'That section of motorway, they rebuilt it six months ago.'
(2) Quelle promesse a-t-il faite?
'What promise has he made?'
Here the past participles appear in their feminine form -[(ʀə)fɛt] rather than [(ʀə)fɛ] -due to agreement with the feminine object clitic l [a] in (1) and the fronted feminine wh-phrase quelle promesse in (2).
Over the last few decades, the paradigm to which the above examples belong has exercised a remarkable fascination for theoretical linguists. Chomsky, for example, discusses it quite extensively in his Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) and, more recently, Radford and Vincent (2007) have proposed an analysis based on the very latest syntactic thinking.
Other theoretical linguists who have addressed this topic include Kayne (1989) , Ura (1993) , Bošković (1997) , Richards (1997) , Sportiche (1998) , Déprez (1998) and Belletti (2006) . At the same time, the phenomenon in question looks very much like a prescriptive artefact. It is optional in speech and is in effect forbidden in all but the most carefully self-monitored registers (Campbell 2008: 2) , being in any case expressible phonologically in only a small minority of verbs (1.24% of all verbs according to Tanase [1976] ). For most French speakers, in fact, it is primarily a component of orthographical competence, with mastery of even basic aspects of the paradigm often being delayed until secondary schooling or beyond (Brissaud 1999) . From a diachronic perspective, moreover, participle-object agreement in modern
French does not reflect undisturbed language change, but stems from an arbitrary codification of variable usage introduced by the poet Clément Marot in the sixteenth century, which subsequently became a normative cause célèbre (see Smith [1993] for a good overview). In modern times, it was Kayne (1989) who first mined this area of French grammar for theory-friendly data, but even he was initially sceptical about its empirical significance, stating in his French Syntax that 'past participle agreement with avoir [the auxiliary used for
transitive verbs] in French is permeated with a great deal of artificiality […] and so is difficult to draw conclusions from' (Kayne 1975: 101, n. 55 The key question, then, is who has the more accurate perspective? Are the theoreticians right to argue that participle-object agreement in French casts light on important aspects of the human language faculty, or is the phenomenon nothing more than received pedantry, analogous in spirit if not in form to the prohibition on split infinitives in English? Hitherto that question has not been capable of being answered in a systematic fashion, given that no framework has existed for formally assessing the extent to which a given phenomenon does or does not belong to language in the narrow sense. However, the last decade and a half has seen the emergence of a research paradigm, known as Virus Theory (Sobin 1997 , Lasnik and Sobin 2000 , Sundquist 2011 , that is dedicated to the identification and analysis of the byproducts of language pedagogy and other normative inputs. Drawing on this research, the present article attempts to show that participle-object agreement in French is a virus, in the favoured sense, and hence has little to say directly about the human language faculty (although it presumably is of some considerable significance from a sociocultural or anthropological perspective). The structure of the proposal is as follows. Section 1 contains a brief synopsis of the basic properties of grammatical viruses. In Section 2, it is shown that French participle-object agreement exhibits these properties and hence has the profile of a virus. Section 3 addresses the issue of what goes on in speakers' minds when they produce participle-object agreement. And concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
Brief anatomy of a virus
Broadly speaking, competence in a standardized language is the product of two distinct processes: unconscious 'language acquisition', which takes place most obviously in the home setting, and pedagogically induced 'language learning', associated typically with schooling. In many cases, language pedagogy consolidates or enriches the effects of acquisition, but at times the two conflict. An obvious example would be teaching that encourages the editing of spontaneous formulations like Me and Jack want to play on the X-Box towards normatively validated or 'prestige' patterns such as Jack and I want to play on the X-Box. Without necessarily going as far as Chomsky, who characterizes the artefacts of language pedagogy as a 'violation of natural law' (quoted in Olson and Faigley 1991: 30) , it is plausible to regard such inputs as 'grammatically deviant' (Emonds 1986 ) within the context of the system acquired through basic acquisition. For example, while language pedagogy has sanctioned subjects specifically of the form 'NP and I', the sharply degraded acceptability of analogous formulations involving other nominative pronouns (cf. 'NP and she', 'NP and we' etc.) points to a system that in general disallows nominative Case immediately after a conjunction. From that perspective, 'NP and I' subjects are anomalous within the basic grammatical patterns of English, although they do conform to a naïve interpretation of the principle that subjects take nominative Case.
The grammar of a standardized language is thus heterogeneous, in that it comprises both generalized rules acquired through normal acquisition and highly specific pseudo-rules that are picked up at school or through contact with speakers who themselves have learned the relevant pseudo-rule. Virus Theory (Sobin 1997 (Sobin , 2009 Lasnik and Sobin 2000) (Sobin 1997: 319) .
According to Lasnik and Sobin (2000: 366) , viruses exhibit the following signature properties:
(i) lexical specificity (ii) directionality (i.e. sensitivity to a particular linear order)
Property (i) was in fact illustrated at the beginning of this section, where it was observed that nominative Case assignment after a conjunction extends poorly to pronouns other than I.
Conversely, property (ii) is illustrated by the poor acceptability of 'I and NP' formulations, such as (3) below:
(3) ?I and Peter have got divorced.
Restrictions such as these prompted Sobin (1997) to posit an '. . . and I' virus, for which more 1 They in fact express this in terms of late acquisition. In view of the distinction drawn in this article between acquisition and learning, the more neutral term 'late internalization' is preferred as the label for this property. 7 detailed quantitative acceptability data can be found in Quattlebaum (1994 extend to all the contexts in which one might reasonably expect to encounter this item.
We thus have five criteria for identifying grammatical viruses. Using these, we can now look in more detail at participle-object agreement in French.
A viral profile for French participle-object agreement

Lexical specificity and directionality
Looking first at properties (i) and (ii), these are rather clearly enshrined in the normative rule that is associated with participle-object agreement in French. Here I cite Grevisse's formulation (1986 Grevisse's formulation ( : 1368 , which is very typical of the pedagogical tradition: 'le participe passé conjugué avec avoir s'accorde en genre et en nombre avec son objet direct quand cet objet le précède' ['the past participle conjugated with avoir agrees in gender and number with its object when this object precedes it']. Notice first of all that reference is made specifically to the verb avoir, which reflects the way the phenomenon is typically conceptualized (e.g. in 8 schools or remedial manuals). In fact, participle-object agreement is possible in contexts that require auxiliary être, as in (4) gives speakers a concrete element on which to hang the complex abstract structure that the virus rule comprises, thus facilitating the latter's maintenance through language pedagogy.
The key point for present purposes, however, is that participle-object agreement is for French speakers an idiosyncrasy of the auxiliary avoir rather than a general feature of their native language.
The second thing to note about the basic normative rule is that it explicitly requires the object to precede the verb, meaning that rightwards agreement with a post-verbal object is completely ruled out. A more striking case of directionality is difficult to imagine! Notwithstanding this, under previous versions of the Generative syntactic model it was argued that the absence of rightwards participial agreement in French was in fact predictable from general principles, under the assumption that items like subjects and objects had to move leftwards into the 'checking domain' of the verb with which they agreed (see Kayne 1989 , Chomsky 1995 and Belletti 2006 . However, the more recent 'Agree' framework of Chomsky (2001) abandons the concept of checking domain and assumes agreement between a verb and a post-verbal object to be entirely possible. Indeed, examples instantiating exactly this are attested in several Romance varieties (see Kayne 1989: 95) . Thus the leftwards directionality of French participle-object agreement does not appear to be a syntactic necessity, even within the highly restrictive framework of Generative Grammar.
Under-extension and over-extension
Turning now to criteria/properties (iii) and (iv), we need first to define the expected limits of French participle-object agreement. This will enable us to see whether the phenomenon undershoots or overshoots its expected domain of application.
As observed in 2.1, participle-object agreement in French exhibits a categorical leftwards directionality. This implies it is related to syntactic movement, in the sense that the surface position of the object is to the left of the participle whereas its 'base position' (the position corresponding to its syntactic role in the sentence) is to the verb's right. An important constraint on this principle is identified by Chomsky (1995: 325) , who observes that a participle in a matrix clause does not agree with an object that has been moved out of an embedded finite clause. For example, sentence (5) below would be regarded as incorrect, owing to the agreement manifested between the participle dite and the feminine wh-phrase quelle femme. This configuration is ineligible for agreement because quelle femme has been extracted from the lower clause qu'il veut épouser: informally, we can say that quelle femme is the object of épouser.
(5) *Quelle femme ai-je dite qu'il veut épouser?
'Which woman did I say he wants to marry?'
The unavailability of agreement in examples like (5) has a rather technical explanation in the theoretical literature, based on the so-called Improper Movement constraint (Belletti 2006) or, more recently, the Inaccessibility Condition of Radford and Vincent (2007: 146) . Little would be gained by exploring these in detail in the present context. Suffice it to say, however, that a case can be made to the effect that the restriction illustrated by (5) is natural and predictable from general syntactic principles.
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A more dubious restriction is shown in (6) below, which is reconstructed from a normatively 'correct' example from Gide cited by Grevisse (1986 Grevisse ( : 1371 2 It is also indirectly anticipated in Grevisse's formulation of the normative rule cited at the beginning of 2.1. There, it will be recalled, the agreement-triggering object is identified explicitly as the participle's object (son object direct) and it is impossible for an object in a finite subordinate clause to be the object of a verb in the matrix clause. However, a characterization along those lines can only be an approximation to the underlying syntactic mechanism, because the notion of 'being the participle's object' is fundamentally semantic rather than syntactic. This latter issue is explored in more detail in Section 3. We can use (7) to see how the phenomenon both under-extends and over-extends.
Looking first at under-extension, I want to highlight two cases, both involving infinitival complements. The first concerns verbs in the dire-class, which broadly includes verbs of saying, believing, knowing, determining etc. With such verbs, Standard French allows participial agreement in object-complement structures but disallows it in infinitival constructions (see Grevisse 1986 Grevisse : 1374 . This is reflected in a famous contrast first noticed by Ruwet (1982: (7) is understood to include both overtly pronounced and phonologically null copies of the object, the generalization extends to this type of example as well.
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(9) *une femme qu'on a dite ne pas être belle 'a woman who has been said not to be beautiful' Agreement on the matrix participle dite is possible in (8) because the complement of this item is a 'small' or verbless clause, whereas such agreement is ruled out in (9) because the complement is an infinitival clause. At first glance, the contrast between (8) and (9) does not seem to be predicted by generalization (7), in that the agreement-triggering item (the relative pronoun) does not cross a finite clausal boundary in either example. However, in an influential paper Kayne (1981: 358) 'Kasab, of Pakistani nationality, has been declared to be one of the two authors of the carnage at the station, which killed 52.'
In each of the above examples, the subject of the infinitival complement of the dire-type verb has been passivized and raised to the subject position in the corresponding matrix clause. As just noted, passive subject raising out of a subordinate full clause is assumed to be impossible.
Accordingly, (12) to (14) 'I let them be seen.'
Here, given that the matrix verb and the infinitive are regarded as forming a single unit, one would expect the subordinate infinitival complement not to have the status of a full clause.
That prediction is borne out by the fact that, as (15) and (16) in fact show, a clitic object can be extracted from inside the infinitival complement and raised to the matrix clause. The relevance of this is that clitic dependencies are known to be incapable of crossing a full clausal boundary: thus (15) and (16) must involve just a single full clause. Accordingly, generalization (7) does not predict that agreement will be impossible in cases like (15) and (16). However, the conventions of modern Standard French disallow agreement in such contexts -thus the default third-person singular morphology/spelling exhibited by the participles in (15) and (16) is mandatory.
Interestingly, Radford and Vincent (2007: 155-57 ) attribute the obligatory non-agreement in the (15) and (16) type of case to a virus that is specific to the verbs faire and laisser. On one level, this makes sense, given that these two verbs are subject to a blanket rule that disallows agreement whenever there is a following infinitive (for faire, see Grevisse [1986 Grevisse [ : 1376 and for laisser, see Conseil supérieur de la langue française [1990: 13] ). However, there are a host of other verbs that can have restructuring occurrences like faire and laisser in (15) and (16), and matrix participial agreement is prohibited in their case as well. The examples below are based on Grevisse (1986 Grevisse ( : 1375 .
(17) *Ces arbres, je les ai vus abattre.
'Those trees, I saw them be felled.' Unlike in the case of faire and laisser, the puzzling unavailability of agreement in (17) to (20) obeys a rule of sorts, but not one that follows from any general principle of syntax. Thus agreement becomes possible if the infinitival clause has an active interpretation rather than a passive one as in the examples above. This is illustrated in (21) to (24) Turning now to over-extension (signature property [iv] ), this really amounts to hypercorrection, in that the latter can be defined as 'the extension of some rule or principle, on the basis of a misunderstanding of its domain of application, to a range of phenomena to which, originally, it did not apply' (Lyons 1981: 51) . With that in mind, consider examples such as the following, where past participle agreement is made in respect of the partitive clitic en, in violation of the constraint that excludes that possibility:
(25) -C'était pas des vacances. -Toi tu n'en as pas prises. (Queneau 1951: 166) 'Those weren't holidays.' 'You, you haven't taken any.' (26) Mais des réformes comme tu en as entreprises, Seigneur! (Grèce 1982: 320) 'But reforms such as you have undertaken, sire!' Grevisse (1986 Grevisse ( : 1371 highlights this type of case as a common divergence from received usage. Plausibly, then, it can be regarded as a relatively productive pattern of hypercorrection/over-extension, comparable, for example, to post-verbal and postprepositional '. . . and I' in English.
The foregoing remarks should not be understood as implying that participial agreement in respect of a partitive clitic is syntactically unnatural. Clearly this is not the case, as Italian, for example, systematically allows such agreement (see Belletti 2006) . The relevant point is that, in Lasnik and Sobin's words (2000: 352) , viruses 'may apply to structures that they were not "intended" to affect, resulting in hypercorrection'. In the present case, the class of structures in which participial agreement is 'intended' to be available excludes those in which the object is partitive rather than accusative. Thus, while agreement with such an object may in fact be perfectly natural from the point of view of syntactic theory, the implementation of such agreement in French constitutes an overshooting of the normative target, and it is in this sense that over-extension can be said to occur. 20
Late internalization
Finally, it seems likely that participle-object agreement in French is internalized late, if at all.
Given that (i) it is associated primarily with formal registers and (ii) it is in most cases expressible only orthographically, one would not expect it to be more than a marginal input to early grammar construction. Such is the conjecture of Müller et al. (2006: 92) , for example.
However, there are few studies that provide empirical confirmation of this. Pirvulescu and Belzil (2008) provide data for French Canadian children, reporting that participial-object agreement is marginal in early grammar in the variety they examine, but there appears to be no similar study for European French. On the other hand, Brissaud (1999) reports that highschool children in Grenoble exhibit persistent orthographic difficulties stemming from avoirrelated participial agreement, a finding which is coherent with the assumption that the relevant syntactic mechanism is not successfully acquired in infancy. It is also the case, as is noted in Campbell (2008) , that there exist numerous websites and manuals that provide remedial tutoring in this area of grammar. Prima facie, this should not be needed if the underlying syntax is acquired in the normal way (cf. Chomsky's remark 'You don't have to teach people their native language because it grows in their minds', cited in Olson and Faigley [1991: 30] ).
How is transitive past participle agreement generated?
The discussion in the previous section indicates that French participle-object agreement has the five signature properties of viruses highlighted in Lasnik and Sobin (2000) . It is saliently linked to the auxiliary verb avoir, extending analogically in certain instances to être, and hence is lexically specific. It requires a particular linear word order and hence is directionally specific. As regards the first of these questions, Lasnik and Sobin (2000: 355) and Sobin (2009: 32, 52 ) have identified the working space for viruses as 'spellout', the component of the grammar that assigns phonetic form to abstract linguistic structures generated by the strictly syntactic
component. An interesting coincidence in that regard is that D'Alessandro and Roberts (2008) have independently come to the conclusion that participle-object agreement paradigm in Roberts's more specific finding concerning (Italian) past participle agreement appear to point in the same direction, viz. that spellout is the likely host for any viral rule to which French participle-object agreement can be attributed.
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French speakers who produce agreeing transitive past participles can thus be characterized as having an additional spellout rule, internalized through language pedagogy, which other French speakers lack. In broad terms, this rule can be envisaged as making available the option to give overt phonetic expression to an abstract structural relation that would otherwise lack any surface reflex. In effect, then, the rule of the preceding direct object is a pronunciation rule rather than a rule of syntax.
Turning to the issue of the specific operations involved, the null hypothesis would be that D'Alessandro and Roberts's analysis in terms of spellout cycles also holds good, in broad terms, for French. Thus the familiar requirement that the direct object must be a 'preceding' one can be regarded as a reflex of the constraint that the participle only agrees with an object if the two items are spelled out on the same cycle. This would account straightforwardly for the exclusion of overt agreement with an unmoved object (i.e. one to the verb's right).
7 Note that the remarks in the text are not intended to imply that Italian transitive past participle agreement is viral (although this is not ruled out). The phenomenon is in fact much more firmly grounded than its French counterpart, in that it is normal in speech and speakers internalize the rule from an early age. Moreover, there are fewer inconsistencies of the sort highlighted in Section 2 of the present article.
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However, French speakers whose language exhibits the relevant agreement also appear to have internalized the normative precept that the agreeing object must be the participle's object (see also note 2), and it is arguably this that bears the primary responsibility for the exceedingly fine-grained nature of the full normative agreement paradigm. For whether a given object can be regarded as being the object specifically 'of' a particular verb is fundamentally a semantic concept, in that it relates to the assignment of thematic roles such as 'agent' and 'patient'. Therefore it is not a question that has any bearing on purely structural relations, which are assumed to include agreement in the abstract sense (as in the 'Agree' system of Chomsky [2001] , for example). Replication of the normative paradigm for transitive participle agreement thus presupposes an operation involving the application of semantic criteria in a domain to which such criteria are extraneous, an operation which appears doomed to result in a deviant output. Indeed, an oblique recognition of this can be detected in certain problems that Grevisse highlights (1986 Grevisse highlights ( : 1376 in terms of determining whether a given object should or should not be regarded as the participle's object (and hence as eligible for agreement).
Notice that the foregoing account distinguishes between abstract agreement, which holds whenever a given structural condition is satisfied, and the overt marking of agreement, which (if D'Alessandro and Roberts are correct) only arises when the agreeing items are spelled out on the same cycle. As noted in the Introduction, however, the majority of verbs in modern
French have phonologically invariant past participles, meaning there can be no overt manifestation of agreement at the spoken level. In those cases, the purely orthographic marking of agreement must be taken as a proxy for true morphophonological agreement, in the sense that it evidences speakers' knowledge that the relevant type of case is one in which overt agreement would be possible if the participle had a rich enough morphology.
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To sum this section up: speakers who produce agreeing transitive perfective participles apply a spellout rule that translates abstract agreement into overt agreement, provided the participle and the object are in the same unit for spellout purposes. However, extraneous semantic criteria conspire to exclude certain legitimate agreement structures from being overtly spelled out as such, resulting in a paradigm that is characterized by under-extension.
In cases in which participle-object agreement is purely orthographical, the virus can be assumed to rely on speakers' ability to analogize from cases in which the agreement is manifested phonetically.
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper has been to explore whether participle-object agreement in French can be regarded as a further example of a linguistic virus, as the latter construct has been defined in recent years. The evidence presented strongly suggests that this aspect of traditional French grammar can indeed be so regarded. This is a significant result, for several reasons. Firstly, the inclusion of French participle-object agreement among the stock of recognized viruses provides for a sharper perception of the nature of these deviant linguistic rules and, together with other non-English phenomena (see e.g. Sundquist 2011), broadens the cross-linguistic basis for the associated research programme. Secondly, technical recognition of the asystemic nature of this particular agreement paradigm may be helpful in terms of providing a more rational framework in which to examine the pedagogical merits of enforcing it through schooling. And thirdly, acceptance of the viral status of French participleobject agreement would curb its use in theory construction and so limit the impact within academic linguistics of what now appears to be an empirical red herring.
